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Abstract—Social learning is a non-Bayesian framework for
distributed hypothesis testing aimed at learning the true state of
the environment. Traditionally, the agents are assumed to receive
observations conditioned on the same true state, although it is
also possible to examine the case of heterogeneous models across
the graph. One important special case is when heterogeneity
is caused by the presence of malicious agents whose goal is to
move the agents towards a wrong hypothesis. In this work, we
propose an algorithm that allows to discover the true state of
every individual agent based on the sequence of their beliefs.
In so doing, the methodology is also able to locate malicious
behavior.

Index Terms—Social learning, hypotheses testing, inverse mod-
eling, diffusion strategy, adaptive learning, anomaly detection,
malicious agent.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Social learning algorithms [1]–[12] solve the distributed
hypothesis problem in a non-Bayesian fashion. These algo-
rithms learn the underlying true state of nature by observing
streaming data arriving at the agents and conditioned on that
state. The key difference with Bayesian solutions [13]–[15] is
that social learning does not require each node to know the full
graph topology or likelihood models used by every other node
(including non-neighboring nodes). These features enable fully
decentralized implementations. Some applications of the social
learning framework include detection problems by sensor
networks [16], [17] or distributed machine learning [18], [19].
The framework can also be used to describe how users form
their opinions over social graphs [20].

Under social learning, and in order to learn the truth,
agents update their beliefs (or confidences) on each possible
hypothesis, ensuring that the total confidence adds up to
1. In general, at every time instant, each agent receives an
observation conditioned on the state of the environment and
uses the local likelihood model to perform a local Bayesian
update starting from its current belief vector. This step is
followed by a communication stage, during which agents
exchange beliefs with their neighbors and fuse the received
information with their own opinions. These two steps of local
Bayesian updates and local consultation are repeated until
convergence is attained.

Many existing works on social learning assume that the
observations received by each agent arise from one true state
of the environment. Some other works study the case of
nonhomogeneous models across the agents. For example, the
works [21], [22] focus on community structure networks where
each community has its own truth. The main conclusion is
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that social learning methods are quite robust in the presence
of malicious agents (which are defined as agents that feed
observations that arise from a different state than the rest
of the network). Some works suggest defense mechanisms
against such agents [23], [24]. The robustness means that the
malicious agents are forced to converge to the same conclusion
as the rest of the network. This fact makes it impossible to
identify malicious (or dysfunctional) agents, based solely on
their observed belief.

In this work, we develop a centralised algorithm for iden-
tifying the true state associated with each agent, even when
the final belief of an agent may be pointing toward another
conclusion due to the interactions over the graph. In this way,
the method is able to identify malicious agents as well. There
is no question that this is an important question that deserves
attention [25]–[38]. For instance, over social networks, it is
critical to identify users that have unwarranted intentions and
aim to force the network to reach erroneous conclusions [31]–
[33], as well as to discover trolls [34]–[36] and measure their
impact on performance [25]. The same techniques can be used
to locate malfunctioning agents, e.g., [27].

II. SOCIAL LEARNING MODEL

A set of agents N builds confidences on each hypothesis θ
from a finite set Θ through interactions with the environment
and among the agents. The agents communicate according to a
fixed combination matrix A ∈ [0, 1]N×N , where each nonzero
element aℓ,k > 0 indicates a directed edge from agent ℓ to
agent k and defines the level of trust that agent k gives to
information arriving from agent ℓ. Each agent k assigns a total
confidence level of 1 to its neighbors. This assumption makes
the combination matrix A left stochastic, i.e.,∑

ℓ∈N

aℓk = 1, ∀k ∈ N (1)

Another common assumption, ensuring global truth learning
for homogeneous environments, is that A is strongly con-
nected. This implies the existence of at least one self-loop with
a positive weight and a path with positive weights between
any two nodes [39]. This condition allows us to apply the
Perron-Frobenius theorem [40, Chapter 8], [41], which ensures
that the power matrix As converges exponentially to u1T as
s → ∞. Here, u is the Perron eigenvector of A associated
with the eigenvalue at 1 and is normalized as follows:

Au = u, uℓ > 0,
∑
ℓ∈N

uℓ = 1. (2)

Each agent assigns an initial private belief µk,0(θ) ∈ [0, 1]
to each hypothesis θ ∈ Θ, forming a probability mass function
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with the total confidence summing up to 1, i.e.,
∑

θ µk,0(θ) =
1. To avoid excluding any hypothesis from the beginning,
we assume that each component of the belief vector µk,0 is
positive. Subsequently, agents iteratively update their belief
vectors by interacting both with the environment and with
their neighbors. At each time instance i, agent k receives an
observation from the environment conditioned on its true state,
denoted by ζk,i ∼ Lk(ζ|θ⋆k). In this notation, the observation
ζk,i arises from the likelihood model Lk(ζ|θ⋆k), which is
parameterized by the unknown model θ⋆k. For example, the
entire network may be following the same and unique model
θ⋆, while a few malicious agents may be following some other
model θ ̸= θ⋆. The observations {ζk,i} are assumed to be
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) over time. The
local Bayesian update performed by agent k at time i takes
the following form [7]:

ψk,i(θ) =
Lδ
k(ζk,i | θ)µ

1−δ
k,i−1(θ)∑

θ′∈Θ Lδ
k(ζk,i | θ′)µ

1−δ
k,i−1(θ

′)
, ∀k ∈ N , (3)

where δ ∈ (0, 1) plays the role of an adaptation parameter and
it controls the importance of the newly received observation
relative to the information learned from past interactions. The
denominator in (3) serves as a normalization factor, ensuring
that the resulting ψk,i is a probability mass function. We refer
to ψk,i as the public (or intermediate) belief due to the next
communication step, which involves a geometric averaging
computation [2], [4], [9]:

µk,i(θ) =

∏
ℓ∈Nk

ψaℓk

ℓ,i (θ)∑
θ′∈Θ

∏
ℓ∈Nk

ψaℓk

ℓ,i (θ
′)
, ∀k ∈ N . (4)

At each iteration i, each agent k estimates its true state θ⋆k
based on the belief vector (either private or public) by selecting
the hypothesis with the highest confidence:

θ̂k,i ≜ argmax
θ∈Θ

µk,i(θ). (5)

In the homogeneous environment case [2], [4], [7], [9], i.e.,
when θ⋆k = θ⋆ for each k, it can be proved that every agent
finds the truth asymptotically with probability 1. The work [22]
considers non-homogeneous environments with community-
structured graphs; it establishes that, as δ → 0, the entire
network converges to one solution that best describes the
data, while in contrast, a larger δ activates the mechanism of
local adaptivity. Thus, with a larger δ, each individual agent
focuses more on its immediate neighborhood than on the entire
network.

III. INVERSE MODELING

In this section, we explain how we can identify malicious
agents (or the true state θ⋆k for each agent) by observing
sequences of public beliefs. Importantly, we will not assume
knowledge of the combination matrix A.

To begin with, we introduce the following common assump-
tion, essentially requiring the observations to share the same
support region [8], [20], [42].

Assumption 1 (Bounded likelihoods). There exists a finite
constant b > 0 such that for all k ∈ N :∣∣∣∣∣ log Lk(ζ | θ)

Lk(ζ | θ′)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ b (6)

for all θ, θ′ ∈ Θ and ζ. ■

Now, consider a sequence of public beliefs measured closer
to the steady state:

{ψk,i}i≫1, k ∈ N (7)

When an agent cannot distinguish between θ⋆k and another θ
due to Lk(θ

⋆
k) = Lk(θ), we will treat this θ as a valid model

for the agent as well. To accommodate this possibility, we
define Θ⋆

k as the optimal hypotheses subset for each individual
agent, denoted by Θ⋆

k = {θ⋆k} ∪ {θ ̸= θ⋆k | Lk(θ) = Lk(θ
⋆
k)}.

Then, we reformulate the problem by stating that our aim is
to recover the optimal hypotheses subset for each agent:

{Θ⋆
k}, k ∈ N . (8)

We denote the level of informativeness of any pair of
hypotheses θ, θ′ ∈ Θ at each agent k by:

dk(θ, θ
′) ≜ Eζk∼Lk(θ⋆

k)
log

Lk(ζk|θ)
Lk(ζk|θ′)

(9)

It is clear that this value is equal to zero if both θ and θ′

belong to the optimal subset Θ⋆
k. Additionally, dk(θ⋆k, θ) will

be positive for any θ /∈ Θ⋆
k, since

dk(θ
⋆
k, θ) = DKL (Lk (θ

⋆
k) || Lk (θ)) > 0 (10)

and, in turn, dk(θ, θ⋆k) is always negative:

dk(θ, θ
⋆
k) = −DKL (Lk (θ

⋆
k) || Lk (θ)) < 0 (11)

Here, DKL denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
two distributions:

DKL
(
Lk(θ

⋆) || Lk(θ)
)
≜ Eζ∼Lk(ζ|θ⋆) log

Lk(ζ | θ⋆)
Lk(ζ | θ)

(12)

Properties (10)–(11) allow us to conclude that the optimal
hypotheses subset Θ⋆

k consists of all θ for which:

Θ⋆
k = {θ : dk(θ, θ′) ≥ 0, ∀θ′ ∈ Θ} (13)

Our aim is to develop an algorithm that learns Θ⋆
k based on

the available information (7).

In [42, Appendix A], it was shown that the adaptive social
learning iterations (3)–(4) can be expressed in the following
compact linear form:

Λi = (1− δ)ATΛi−1 + δLi (14)

where Λi and Li are matrices of size |N | × (|Θ| − 1), and
for each k and j, their entries take the log-ratio form:

[Λi]k,j ≜ log
ψk,i(θ0)

ψk,i(θj)
, [Li]k,j ≜ log

Lk(ζk,i | θ0)
Lk(ζk,i | θj)

. (15)

for any ordering Θ = {θ0, . . . , θ|Θ|−1}. The expectation of
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Li, relative to the observations {ζk,i}k, is given by:

[L]k,j ≜ [ELi]k,j = DKL (Lk (θ
⋆
k) || Lk (θj))

−DKL (Lk (θ
⋆
k) || Lk (θ0)) , (16)

and it allows us to rewrite (9) in a slightly different manner:

dk(θj1 , θj2) = [L]k,j2 − [L]k,j1 (17)

Furthermore, it was shown in [20] that we can estimate L
by utilizing the publicly exchanged beliefs with the following
accuracy [20, Theorem 2]:

lim sup
i→∞

E∥L̂i − L∥2F

≤ 1

M
Tr (RL) +O(µ/δ2) +O

(
1/δ5M2

)
(18)

where µ is a small positive learning rate for a stochastic
gradient implementation, M is a batch size of data used to
compute the estimate L̂i, and RL ≜ E

(
Li − L

) (
Li − L

)T
.

Thus, the informativeness (17) can be estimated by using

d̂k(θj1 , θj2) = [L̂]k,j2 − [L̂]k,j1 (19)

where L̂ is the estimate of L from the last available iteration.
Based on (13), we can now identify the optimal hypotheses
subset Θ⋆

k defined in (13) as follows:

Θ̂k ≜ argmax
θj1

∑
θj2

I
{
d̂k(θj1 , θj2) > 0

}
(20)

where I {x} is an indicator function that assumes the value 1
when its argument is true and is 0 otherwise.

We list the procedure in Algorithm 1, including the part
related to estimating (18) by using [20, Algorithm 1].

The following result establishes the probability of error.

Theorem 1 (Probability of error). The probability of choos-
ing a wrong hypothesis θ /∈ Θ⋆

k for agent k ∈ N is upper
bounded by:

P
{
θ ∈ Θ̂k

}
≤ 2

M
Tr (RL)

∑
θ⋆∈Θ⋆

k

D−1
KL

(
Lk (θ

⋆) || Lk (θ)
)

+O(µ/δ2) +O
(
1/δ5M2

)
(21)

Proof. First, we upper bound the probability using the defini-
tion of d(·, ·) and its estimate from (9) and (19), along with
the properties of probability. For any θj /∈ Θ⋆

k, we have that:

P
{
θj ∈ Θ̂k

}
≤ P

{
∃θ⋆k ∈ Θ⋆

k : d̂k(θ
⋆
k, θj) < 0

}
≤

∑
θ⋆
k∈Θ⋆

k

P
{
d̂k(θ

⋆
k, θj) < 0

}
(22)

Next, we estimate the probability of d̂k(θ⋆k, θj) being negative
for some fixed θj and θ⋆k using (19), while denoting j⋆k as the
index of θ⋆k:

P
{
d̂k(θ

⋆
k, θj) < 0

}
= P

{
[L̂]k,j − [L̂]k,j⋆k < 0

}
= P

{
[L̂]k,j⋆k − [L]k,j⋆k −

(
[L̂]k,j − [L]k,j

)
> [L]k,j − [L]k,j⋆k

}

Algorithm 1: Inverse learning of heterogeneous states

Data: At each time i:
{
ψk,i(θ)

}
k∈N , δ

Result: Estimated combination matrix A;
Estimated expected log-likelihood ratios L̂;
Estimated true state of each agent, Θ̂k.

initialize A0, L̂0

repeat
Compute matrices Λi:
for k ∈ N , j = 1, . . . , |Θ| do

[Λi]k,j = log
ψk,i(θ0)

ψk,i(θj)

Combination matrix update [20]:

Ai = Ai−1 + µ(1− δ)
(
Λi−1 −

1

M

i−1∑
j=i−M

Λj−1

)
×
(
ΛT

i − (1− δ)ΛT
i−1Ai−1 − δL̂

T

i−1

)
.

Log-likelihoods matrix update:

L̂i =
1

δM

i∑
j=i−M+1

(
Λj − (1− δ)AT

i Λj−1

)

i = i+ 1

until sufficient convergence;
Informativeness estimate for all agents k ∈ N and
pairs of hypotheses θj1 , θj2 ∈ Θ:

d̂k(θj1 , θj2) = [L̂i]k,j2 − [L̂i]k,j1

Optimal hypotheses set estimate for all agents k ∈ N :

Θ̂k ≜ argmax
θj1

∑
θj2

I
{
d̂k(θj1 , θj2) > 0

}

= 1− P
{
[L̂]k,j⋆k − [L]k,j⋆k −

(
[L̂]k,j − [L]k,j

)
≤ [L]k,j − [L]k,j⋆k

}
≤ 1− P

{ ∣∣∣[L̂]k,j⋆k − [L]k,j⋆k
∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣[L̂]k,j − [L]k,j

∣∣∣
≤ [L]k,j − [L]k,j⋆k

}
≤ 1− P

{∣∣∣[L̂]k,j⋆k − [L]k,j⋆k
∣∣∣ ≤ [L]k,j − [L]k,j⋆k

}
× P

{∣∣∣[L̂]k,j − [L]k,j
∣∣∣ ≤ [L]k,j − [L]k,j⋆k

}
(23)

We can transform the result from [42, Theorem 2] (18) into:

E
∣∣∣[L̂]k,j − [L]k,j

∣∣∣ ≤ 1

M
Tr (RL) +O(µ/δ2) +O

(
1/δ5M2

)
(24)

By Markov’s inequality [41], for any a > 0:

P
(∣∣∣[L̂]k,j − [L]k,j

∣∣∣ ≤ a
)

≥ 1− 1

aM
Tr (RL) +O(µ/δ2) +O

(
1/δ5M2

)
(25)
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Fig. 1: Example of images from the MIRO dataset for classes
“bus” and “car”.

Also, by the definition of KL divergence we have that:

[L]k,j − [L]k,j⋆k = DKL (Lk (θ
⋆
k) || Lk (θj)) > 0. (26)

Thus, (23) can be upper bounded by:

P
{
d̂k(θ

⋆
k, θj) < 0

}
≤ 1−

(
1−

1
M Tr (RL) +O(µ/δ2) +O

(
1/δ5M2

)
[L]k,j − [L]k,j⋆k

)2

≈ 2M−1Tr (RL)D
−1
KL

(
Lk (θ

⋆
k) || Lk (θ)

)
+O(µ/δ2) +O

(
1/δ5M2

)
(27)

using the Taylor’s expansion for any small x, namely, (1 +
x)2 = 2x+O(x2).

Combining (22) with (27) we get the desired statement. ■

IV. COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we consider the image dataset MIRO (Multi-
view Images of Rotated Objects) [43], which contains objects
of different classes from different points of view – see Fig. 1.
For each class, there are 10 objects, and each of the objects
has 160 different perspectives.

A network of agents wishes to solve a binary hypotheses
problem to distinguish between states θ0 corresponding to
the class “bus” and θ1 corresponding to the class “car”.
Each agent has its own convolutional neural network (CNN)
classifier. These CNNs are trained to distinguish classes θ0
and θ1 by observing only a part of the image, similar to the
approach in [18], [19]. Each image measures 224×224 pixels,
and each agent observes a section of size 112 × 112 pixels,
situated in different regions of the image. We illustrate the
observation map in Fig. 2a. The CNN architecture consists of
three convolutional layers: 6 output channels, 3 × 3 kernel,
followed by ReLU and 2× 2 max pooling; 16 channels, 3× 3
kernel, ReLU, and 2×2 max pooling; 32 channels, 3×3 kernel,
ReLU, and 2×1 max pooling. This is followed by linear layers
of sizes 288× 64, 64× 32, and 32× 2, with ReLU activation
function in between. The final prediction layer is log softmax.
Training involves 100 epochs with a learning rate of 0.0001
and negative log-likelihood loss.

For generating a combination matrix (see Fig. 2a), we ini-
tially sample an adjacency matrix following the Erdos-Renyi
model with a connection probability of 0.2. Subsequently, we
set the combination weights using the averaging rule [39,
Chapter 14]. During the inference, we let the central agent
be malicious and to observe an object from the opposite class
than the rest of the network – see Fig. 2b.

Since we only have 10 objects of each class, having only
a handful of objects as a test subset is not enough to provide
a reliable accuracy metrics of how well we can identify the

(a) Training scheme.
(b) Test scheme with the cen-
tral node being malicious.

Fig. 2: Observation map of each agent.

(a) Accuracy of the social
learning strategy to predict θ0.

(b) Malicious detection accu-
racy and learned graph.

Fig. 3: Accuracy of the adaptive social learning strategy [7]
and Algorithm 1. The colors correspond to the output of the
algorithms with yellow for θ0 and red for θ1. Per each fold, the
accuracy for the social learning is calculated based on average
over 100 past iterations.

malicious agent. Thus, we perform a cross-validation proce-
dure where at first, we train the CNNs on 9 objects from each
class, leaving 1 object from each class for testing purposes. On
average, the cross-validation accuracy of standalone classifiers
is 0.68. The value is relatively low due to a small training
set and limited observation available at each agent. Given
that many folds had some classifiers with an accuracy below
0.5, we decided to retain only those folds where each agent
achieved at least 0.5 accuracy. As a result, we are left with
72 folds instead of 100 with the mean accuracy of standalone
classifiers equal to 0.81.

Finally, we proceed with the adaptive social learning strat-
egy performed at each fold with δ = 0.1. The network
observes a moving object from the test set of the class “bus”
during 480 iterations (so that, on average, each frame is shown
3 times), whilst the central agents observes an object of a class
“car” – see Fig. 2b. We can see that despite the presence of the
malicious agent, the average belief of each agent tends towards
the correct hypothesis θ0 (see Fig. 3a) with the mean accuracy
0.8. However, as depicted in Fig. 3b, the algorithm is able to
identify the malicious agent achieving the mean accuracy 0.99.
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